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Description

[0001] The invention concerns a glow plug, in particular
for a diesel engine, including a heating rod, and an inte-
grated load sensor which makes it possible to carry out
measurements of the cylinder pressure.
[0002] A heating rod of a glow plug is in the form of a
rigid rod or bar, which extends longitudinally according
to an axis, called the principal axis, from the body of the
plug into the combustion chamber. Throughout the text,
the term "distal" and its derivatives designate directions,
elements or parts which are situated axially on the side
of the free extremity of the heating rod, which is intended
to extend into the combustion chamber, and the term
"proximal" and its derivatives designate directions, ele-
ments or parts which are situated axially on the opposite
side, i.e. towards the connection towards the outside of
the cylinder head of the engine on which the glow plug
is intended to be fitted.
[0003] A heating rod also extends from the proximal
side into the plug body, and has a proximal extremity
which is equipped with an electrical connection which
forms a first electrical power supply terminal of the heat-
ing rod, in general with an electrode which extends axially
beyond the proximal extremity of the heating rod.
Throughout the text, a heating rod power supply elec-
trode, when it is provided, is not considered to form an
integral part of the heating rod itself. Consequently, the
proximal extremity of the heating rod is distinct from the
proximal extremity of the power supply electrode, when
the latter is provided.
[0004] The plug includes a cylindrical plug body having
a threaded external portion for fitting on a cylinder head,
and forming a cylindrical internal housing for receiving a
proximal portion of the heating rod extending from said
proximal extremity, said housing having an opening for
the passage of the heating rod such that the latter extends
axially, projecting (on the distal side) beyond said prox-
imal portion and the opening, and having a heating distal
portion as far as the distal extremity of the heating rod.
[0005] The heating rod is either in the form of a ceramic
bar which is machined to shape and set (fixed by brazing
or inserted by force (bracing)) into a peripheral metal tube
to be fitted into the plug body; or in the form of a metal
tube which is closed at its distal extremity, of standardised
invariable dimensions (this metal tube receiving a elec-
trical power supply electrode). Whatever the embodi-
ment, the heating rod therefore always includes a periph-
eral metal tube. The exterior diameter of this peripheral
metal tube is, in the proximal portion of the heating rod
which extends into the plug body, at least approximately
constant, and according to the standards, must equal 4
mm.
[0006] The plug also includes a device for mounting
said proximal portion of the heating rod in said receiving
housing, this mounting device being able to:

j permit axial translation movements of the heating

rod relative to the plug body, so that the cylinder pres-
sure can be measured,
j ensure impermeability between the heating rod
and the plug body, in such a way as to delimit a prox-
imal zone of the receiving housing which is not ex-
posed to the atmosphere of the combustion cham-
ber,
j be compatible with and/or providing the various
electrical links to the heating rod and the load sensor.

[0007] Integrating such a load sensor into a glow plug
for cylinder pressure measurements raises numerous
contradictory and unresolved problems. In particular, the
sensor must not be exposed to the atmosphere of the
combustion chamber, or subjected to the very high tem-
peratures which are found there, and are likely to cause
its destruction, or at least to interfere seriously with its
functioning; but it must be capable of being housed in
the plug, in which the available space is at least reduced;
and the functioning of the sensor must be reliable, i.e.
produce signals which represent the cylinder pressure
without interference (e.g. by vibration phenomena,
damping, differential thermal expansion, etc.).
[0008] Various solutions have been proposed for inte-
grating a load sensor into a glow plug.
[0009] In a first known solution (e.g. see US 7444973),
for reasons of radial space requirement, the load sensor
is placed at the proximal extremity of the electrical power
supply electrode of the heating rod, i.e. outside the cyl-
inder head, in a position which is axially distant from the
heating rod itself, and which can even be considered as
being outside the glow plug. This solution has the major
disadvantage of interfering with the measurement, be-
cause of deformation of the cylinder head and plug body
(in their portion which extends facing the electrode). The
deformation modes of the cylinder head vary from one
engine to another, so that the load sensor cannot be cal-
ibrated absolutely. Additionally, the length of the kine-
matic linkage between the heating rod, which is subject
to pressure loads in the combustion chamber, and the
sensor generates normal vibration modes in the pass
band of the sensor, which are likely to hamper its func-
tioning.
[0010] In a second known solution (e.g. see US
7581520, US 2009/0242540), the sensor is in the form
of a sleeve surrounding the electrical power supply elec-
trode or a prolongation rod, beyond the proximal extrem-
ity of the heating rod, and an elastic deformable flexible
impermeability membrane is provided to link the distal
portion of the heating rod to the plug body, in such a way
as to provide impermeability and to allow axial translation
movements. Consequently, the sensor is relatively well
insulated thermally from the combustion chamber. But
its mechanical linkage to the heating rod necessitates
particularly complex peripheral mounting parts, thus
causing, on the one hand, mechanical impedance (and
thus possible interfering normal modes), and on the other
hand problems of differential thermal expansion, which
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are relatively complex to solve.
[0011] In a third known solution (e.g. see US
20080216786, EP 2138819), which is limited to cases of
a heating rod with a ceramic bar, the sensor is placed
directly against the proximal extremity of the heating rod.
This solution makes a more direct connection between
the heating rod and the sensor possible, but then raises
the problem of the space requirement of the sensor and
its interference with the electrical connection elements
of the heating rod (electrode). Additionally, the problems
associated with the normal modes of the assembly unit
(plug body/heating rod/sensor/plug body) and the differ-
ential thermal expansion remain. In this context, it should
be noted that the length of a heating rod is typically of
the order of 50 mm (for a diameter of 4 mm). Finally, this
solution is incompatible with a so-called all-metal heating
rod, that is one in the form of a metal tube.
[0012] Additionally, integration of the load sensor into
the heating rod itself, even if it is theoretically possible in
the case of a heating rod with a ceramic bar (between
the bar and the peripheral metal tube, see US
20070095811), is impossible in practice, on the one hand
because the sensor would then necessarily be exposed
to the atmosphere and the extreme temperatures (of the
order of 1200 °C) of the combustion chamber, and on
the other hand because it would require joint manufacture
and certification of the heating rod and the sensor, which
are complex components which are made by different
suppliers and require different skills, and finally because
it raises problems, which have not been resolved, in the
assembly and electrical connection of the sensor. Addi-
tionally, in this case too, this solution is incompatible with
an all-metal heating rod (in the form of a metal tube and
an internal metal electrode).
[0013] The invention is thus aimed at overcoming
these disadvantages of the prior art, by proposing a glow
plug which includes a load sensor, and in which:

- the load sensor supplies signals representing the cyl-
inder pressure, with no interference from the char-
acteristics of the mechanical link between the sensor
and, on the one hand, the heating rod, and, on the
other hand, the plug body, in the largest possible
pass band, which in particular can exceed 8 kHz,

- the load sensor is isolated from the atmosphere of
the combustion chamber, and not exposed to its ex-
treme temperatures,

- the assembly of the unit is not subject to differential
thermal expansion, which is likely to interfere with
the good functioning of the glow plug or the quality
of the signals which the sensor supplies,

- the load sensor is not integrated within the heating
rod itself, so that it does not affect the lifetime and
reliability of the latter,

- the sensitivity of the load sensor is optimised, so that
the signals which the latter supplies make it possible
to detect pressure variations of relatively small val-
ues (with the aim of making it possible to detect better

the different phases of variations of pressure, irre-
spective of the engine model or its speed, and thus
making possible finer control of the engine by the
electronics which process these signals),

- the electrical connections of the heating rod on the
one hand, and of the load sensor on the other hand,
can be implemented in a simple, reliable manner.

[0014] To this end, the invention concerns a glow plug
comprising:

- a heating rod comprising a peripheral metal tube,
and having an extremity, called the proximal extrem-
ity, which is equipped with an electrical power supply
connection of the heating rod,

- a plug body, forming a housing, called a receiving
housing, receiving the heating rod, the latter having
a distal portion which extends axially, projecting be-
yond the plug body,

- a mounting device for mounting the heating rod in
said receiving housing, this mounting device being
arranged to:

j permit axial translation movements of the
heating rod relative to the plug body, and
j ensure impermeability between the heating
rod and the plug body, in such a way as to delimit
a proximal zone of the receiving housing which
is not exposed to the atmosphere of a combus-
tion chamber of an engine which receives the
glow plug,

- a load sensing sleeve which extends entirely in said
proximal zone of the receiving housing, said load
sensing sleeve being tubular and having:

j a first axial extremity, which is connected to
the heating rod so as to be driven in axial trans-
lation by the movements of the latter in at least
one direction, called the proximal direction, in
which the heating rod tends to re-enter the inte-
rior of the plug body, and
j a second axial extremity, opposite the first
axial extremity, this second axial extremity being
connected to the plug body in such a way that
the axial translation movements of the heating
rod relative to the plug body generate axial com-
pression and/or traction stresses in said load
sensing sleeve,
the tubular load sensing sleeve directly adjoin-
ing the mounting device axially on the proximal
side,
characterized in that said tubular load sensing
sleeve extends around a portion, called the prox-
imal portion, of the peripheral metal tube of the
heating rod which also extends in said proximal
zone of the receiving housing.
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[0015] In a plug according to the invention, the load
sensing sleeve is tubular and extends around a proximal
portion of the peripheral metal tube of the heating rod,
corresponding to a section of constant diameter - in par-
ticular of maximum diameter - (standardised value 4 mm)
of the peripheral metal tube of the heating rod.
[0016] Thanks to the invention, the position of the load
sensor relative to the heating rod minimises, or even sup-
presses, all the problems of mechanical (interference
with the plug body by deformation of the cylinder head,
interfering normal modes) or thermal (differential thermal
expansion) connections. Nevertheless, the load sensor
is not exposed to the atmosphere of the combustion
chamber or its extreme temperatures. It is noticed in prac-
tice that in a plug according to the invention, the load
sensing sleeve can be subject to temperatures not ex-
ceeding 170 °C, which is still perfectly acceptable.
[0017] Additionally, in a glow plug according to the in-
vention, the actual function of the load sensor, taking
account of its specific shape and position, is to detect
shear stresses in the mechanical assembly between the
heating rod and the plug body. This detection is done by
transforming shear loads into axial loads (i.e. parallel to
the axis of the sleeve) of compression and/or traction,
said transformation being strictly linear, and not causing
linearity faults. The result is that the detection is linearly
geared down, and the general sensitivity of the sensor
is improved.
[0018] Equally, the invention is as compatible with a
heating rod with a ceramic bar as with a heating rod in
the form of a metal tube, and a glow plug according to
the invention can be used almost universally on any en-
gine, the sizing of the load sensor being ensured by con-
struction.
[0019] Thus, according to a first variant embodiment,
advantageously and according to the invention, the heat-
ing rod being formed of a ceramic bar which is set in a
peripheral metal tube, said load sensing sleeve extends
around the proximal portion of the peripheral metal tube
of the heating rod. According to a second variant embod-
iment, advantageously and according to the invention,
the heating rod being essentially in the form of a metal
tube, said load sensing sleeve extends around the prox-
imal portion of this metal tube. In particular, in a glow plug
according to the invention, the load sensing sleeve does
not extend entirely around the electrical power supply
electrode of the heating rod, but around a proximal por-
tion (of constant diameter equal to 4 mm) of the peripheral
metal tube of the heating rod itself. Not only does that
turn out to be possible in practice (despite the little avail-
able radial space), but on the contrary, it makes it possible
to obtain important advantages.
[0020] Additionally, the proximal extremity of the heat-
ing rod remains entirely accessible and available, on the
one hand for the electrical connection, and on the other
hand for optimised mechanical assembly, e.g. to incor-
porate damping elements.
[0021] In a glow plug according to the invention, the

load sensor adjoins axially, on the proximal side, the
mounting device of the heating rod relative to the plug
body, and the inventors have noticed that the invention
makes possible, simultaneously, optimal guidance of the
heating rod and setting up electrical connections, which
are likewise optimal and incorporate screening.
[0022] The invention is also compatible with a position
of the impermeability member of the mounting device
nearest the combustion chamber, which makes it possi-
ble to avoid clogging the proximal portions of the plug
with carbon deposit from the combustion chamber.
[0023] Additionally, the inventors have noticed that it
is possible in practice to define a way of mounting the
load sensing sleeve, mechanically and electrically, which
is compatible with the (standard) general radial dimen-
sions of a glow plug. Thus, in particular, in a glow plug
according to the invention, said mounting device includes
a mounting bush which is fixed in said receiving housing
and around said proximal portion of the peripheral metal
tube of the heating rod, and the load sensing sleeve is
carried by said mounting bush. The load sensing sleeve
prolongs axially the mounting bush of the proximal side.
[0024] Advantageously, a glow plug according to the
invention is also characterized in that the mounting bush
has a first fixing face which is fixed rigidly and imperme-
ably (i.e. via impermeable fixation means) to an internal
wall facing the receiving housing, and a second fixing
face which is fixed rigidly and impermeably (i.e. via im-
permeable fixation means) around said proximal portion
of the heating rod, and in that said first and second fixing
faces of the mounting bush at least partially face each
other radially. Preferably, advantageously and according
to the invention, said load sensing sleeve extends axially
beyond said fixing faces of the mounting bush, towards
the proximal extremity of the heating rod. The result, in
particular, is that the load sensing sleeve supplies signals
representing shear loads between these two fixing faces
of the mounting bush. Also, deformation of the cylinder
head or plug body does not interfere with detection by
the load sensing sleeve. Additionally, when the temper-
ature of the heating rod rises, a flow of heat may be es-
tablished radially in the mounting bush between the two
fixing faces, which allows an efficient transmission of cal-
ories to the cylinder head, so that the other elements of
the glow plug, including the load sensing sleeve, are less
subject to extreme temperatures.
[0025] Additionally, advantageously and according to
the invention, said first axial extremity of the load sensing
sleeve is a distal extremity of the latter, and said second
axial extremity of the load sensing sleeve is a proximal
extremity of the latter.
[0026] In particular, advantageously and according to
the invention, the mounting bush includes a linking tube
which surrounds the load sensing sleeve and links said
second axial extremity of the load sensing sleeve to said
first fixing face. The result is that the load sensing sleeve
rests on the heating rod and on the plug body respectively
in zones which at least approximately face each other
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radially, and thus detects the shear loads between these
two zones. Also, it should be noted that said first axial
extremity of the load sensing sleeve is situated in a more
proximal position than said first fixing face.
[0027] Additionally, advantageously and according to
the invention, the mounting bush includes a sleeve for
receiving the heating rod which forms said second fixing
face, and a fixing ring which forms said first fixing face,
said receiving sleeve being guided in axial translation in
the fixing ring, the receiving sleeve being connected to
a distal extremity of the fixing ring. The distal extremity
of the receiving sleeve is connected to the fixing ring so
that it has an axial elasticity which resists the axial trans-
lation movements of the heating rod in the proximal di-
rection, so that the load sensing sleeve is subjected to
loads of absolute values which are reduced by the thus
formed elastic resistance. For example, the distal extrem-
ity of the receiving sleeve is turned up on the proximal
side towards the exterior, so that the thus formed turned-
up part has elasticity in flexion. Also, this turned-up part
is itself impermeable, the distal extremity of the receiving
sleeve and the fixing ring being suitable for ensuring im-
permeability between the heating rod and the plug body
at the distal extremity of the latter.
[0028] It should be noted that the linking tube is advan-
tageously chosen so as to have an elasticity in axial trac-
tion which makes it possible to compensate for the var-
iations of mechanical properties, in particular elasticity,
of the distal extremity of the receiving sleeve, as a func-
tion of temperature. In practice, the result is that said
linking tube can, for example, be in the form of a very
fine metal tube which is implemented in an identical or
similar material to that of which the receiving sleeve is
made, or in any case having identical or similar variations
of elasticity as a function of temperature. Advantageously
and according to the invention, the linking tube is con-
nected to a proximal extremity of the fixing ring.
[0029] Additionally, advantageously and according to
the invention, the load sensing sleeve is in the form of a
tubular block, and the heating rod - in particular the pe-
ripheral metal tube of the heating rod - passes axially
through the mounting bush entirely, and at least partially
through the load sensing sleeve. This tubular block form-
ing the load sensing sleeve includes at least one piezo-
electric washer or at least one stress gauge. The load
sensing sleeve carried by the mounting bush (at the prox-
imal extremity of the receiving sleeve and via the linking
tube) is arranged for not interfering with the movements
in translation of the heating rod relative to the plug body.
[0030] The invention also concerns a glow plug, which
is characterized in combination by all or some of the char-
acteristics mentioned above or below.
[0031] Other objects, characteristics and advantages
of the invention will appear on reading the following de-
scription, which refers to the attached figures, which rep-
resent embodiments of the invention as non-limiting ex-
amples, and in which:

- Fig. 1 is a schematic view in axial cross-section of
the distal part of a glow plug according to a first em-
bodiment of the invention,

- Figs. 2 to 5 are schematic views in elevation of dif-
ferent stages of manufacture of a glow plug accord-
ing to the first embodiment of the invention,

- Fig. 6 is a schematic view in perspective of a load
sensing sleeve according to a variant embodiment
conforming to the invention,

- Fig. 7 is a schematic view in axial cross-section of
the distal part of a glow plug according to a second
embodiment of the invention,

- Fig. 8 is a diagram illustrating the functional kinemat-
ics of a glow plug according to the invention,

- Fig. 9 is a schematic view in partial axial cross-sec-
tion of a glow plug according to the first embodiment
of the invention,

- Fig. 10 is a view of a detail of Fig. 9,
- Fig. 11 is a schematic view in axial cross-section of

the detail of the electrical connection of the sensor
link of a glow plug according to the first embodiment
of the invention,

- Fig. 12 is a schematic view of a detail of Fig. 11,
- Fig. 13 is a schematic cross-section view according

to the line XIII-XIII of Fig. 11,
- Fig. 14 is a schematic view in partially cut-away per-

spective of a glow plug according to the first embod-
iment of the invention, showing in particular the first
face facing towards the exterior of the flexible con-
nector which forms the sensor link,

- Fig. 15 is a schematic detail view in perspective of
the second face, facing towards the interior, of the
distal extremity of the flexible connector.

[0032] A glow plug according to the invention includes
a heating rod 11 which, in the example of Fig. 1, is of the
so-called all-metal type, consisting essentially of a metal
tube 59. This metal tube 59 is thus a metal tube which
can be called peripheral, and receives an electrical power
supply electrode 12 (which is not considered to form an
integral part of the heating rod itself), so that power can
be supplied to it by a current which is capable of heating
at least one electrical resistance 69 which is arranged at
the distal extremity of the electrode 12 within the metal
tube 59, and capable of generating (by Joule effect) heat-
ing of the distal extremity of the heating rod 11. The elec-
trode 12 extends into the metal tube 59, on a certain
length of the latter, and is insulated from it by an inserted
insulating material 64. The electrode 12 extends axially
in a projection beyond the proximal extremity 38 of the
heating rod 11. The electrode 12 has a proximal extremity
97 which is connected to an electrical power supply con-
nector 98. This heating rod 11 is received in a plug body
13, which for this purpose forms a receiving housing 14.
[0033] The heating rod 11 extends longitudinally ac-
cording to a principal axis 41, which is also an axis of the
plug body 13, of the receiving housing 14, and of a thread-
ed portion 43 of the external wall 42 of the plug body 13,
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said threaded portion being configured and intended to
make it possible to fix the glow plug in an internally thread-
ed hole which passes through the cylinder head of an
engine. Throughout the text, the terms "axial" and "radial"
and their derivatives refer to the principal axis 41.
[0034] The plug body 13, its external wall 42, the re-
ceiving housing 14 and the internal wall 44 of the plug
body 13, which delimits the receiving housing 14, is pref-
erably rotationally symmetrical around the principal axis
41, but any other form which does not conform to such
a symmetry of revolution is equally conceivable. That be-
ing so, the plug body 13, in its distal portion forming the
receiving housing 14, is in the form of a tube 45, the
internal wall 44 of which is cylindrical (rotationally sym-
metrical or not, i.e. its base is not necessarily circular)
relative to the principal axis 41. This tube 45 has a distal
extremity 46, which is closed by a truncated washer 47,
which forms the distal extremity of the plug body 13. The
receiving housing 14 thus extends from the truncated
washer 47 axially in the proximal direction.
[0035] The heating rod 11 extends axially in the distal
direction beyond the plug body 13 and the washer 47,
through the central opening of the latter, and has a distal
portion 49 which is intended to extend into the atmos-
phere of the combustion chamber. The heating rod 11
also has a proximal portion 50, which extends into the
receiving housing 14.
[0036] The receiving housing 14 contains a mounting
bush 48 of the heating rod 11. The function of this mount-
ing bush 48 is to fix the heating rod 11 solidly relative to
the plug body 13, while making slight axial translation
movements of the heating rod 11 relative to the plug body
13 possible, under the effect of variations of the pressure
of the atmosphere of the combustion chamber. The
mounting bush 48 also includes means 15, 16 of imper-
meability, ensuring impermeability between the heating
rod 11 and the plug body 13, in such a way as to delimit
a proximal zone 51, which is not exposed to the atmos-
phere of the combustion chamber, of the receiving hous-
ing 14.
[0037] The mounting bush 48 includes a fixing ring 15,
which is cylindrical overall and has a cylindrical wall 19,
which faces radially towards the exterior and is fixed rig-
idly and impermeably to the internal wall 44 (which faces
radially towards the interior) of the receiving housing 14,
in particular by at least one peripheral weld 21, which
can be implemented by laser through the thickness of
the tube 45. The wall 19 of the fixing ring 15 thus forms
a first fixing face of the mounting bush 48, to the internal
wall 44 facing the receiving housing 14.
[0038] The fixing ring 15 has an internal cylindrical wall
20, which forms a hole which passes through the fixing
ring 15 axially. The internal diameter of this internal wall
20 of the fixing ring 15 is greater than the peripheral di-
ameter of the proximal portion 50 of the heating rod 11
facing it, so as to make a space radially for insertion of
a receiving sleeve 16 between the fixing ring 15 and the
proximal portion 50 of the heating rod 11.

[0039] The receiving sleeve 16 has a tubular principal
part in the form of a fine metal tube. This fine metal tube
is preferably of stainless steel with high characteristics,
in particular having a Young’s modulus greater than 150
GPa, in particular of the order of 200 GPa, an elastic limit
greater than 600 MPa, e.g. of the order of 800 MPa, and
a fatigue strength (maximum stress for which the number
of cycles is infinite) of at least 300 MPa, e.g. of the order
of 400 MPa. For example, it is of 17-4PH steel or inconel
steel.
[0040] The tubular principal part of the receiving sleeve
16 has an internal cylindrical wall 22 (facing radially to-
wards the interior), the internal diameter of which corre-
sponds to that of the proximal portion 50 of the heating
rod 11 (in particular typically of 4 mm according to the
standards in force), so as to be in contact with this prox-
imal portion 50 and fixed rigidly and impermeably to the
latter by at least one peripheral weld 23 (in particular two
fillets of peripheral weld in the example shown in Fig. 1).
The wall 22 of the receiving sleeve 16, which is fixed
rigidly and impermeably around the proximal portion 50
of the heating rod 11, thus forms a second face 22 for
fixing the mounting bush 48 on the heating rod 11.
[0041] The tubular principal part of the receiving sleeve
16 has a peripheral cylindrical wall 52 which faces radially
towards the exterior, i.e. facing the internal wall 20 of the
fixing ring 15. A very small gap - in particular of the order
of 0.2 mm - is created radially between these cylindrical
facing walls 52, 20, so as to make axial translation move-
ments of the receiving sleeve 16 relative to the fixing ring
15 possible. The receiving sleeve 16 has a distal extrem-
ity 24 which is fixed rigidly and impermeably - in particular
by at least one peripheral weld 39 - to the distal extremity
25 of the receiving ring 15.
[0042] The distal extremity 24 of the receiving sleeve
16 is turned up towards the exterior and the proximal
side, so as to form a turned-up part 26 which passes
around the distal extremity 25 of the receiving ring 15,
this turned-up part 26 having a proximal extremity portion
40 which is fixed rigidly and impermeably by said periph-
eral weld 39 to the distal extremity of the wall 19, which
faces radially towards the exterior of the fixing ring 15.
Preferably, a peripheral recess is made in the face which
faces radially towards the exterior of this distal extremity
of the wall 19 of the fixing ring 15, to receive the proximal
extremity portion 40 of the turned-up part 26, so as to
avoid all excess thickness. This proximal extremity por-
tion 40 of the turned-up part 26 forms an extremity pe-
ripheral tubular ring 40 extending from the proximal side,
and parallel to said tubular principal part of the receiving
sleeve 16, when the turned-up part 26 is of 180°. It should
be noted that, in a variant (not shown), the turned-up part
26 may be made not at 180° relative to the tubular prin-
cipal part of the receiving sleeve 16, but according to a
turned-up part angle which is greater or less than 180°.
However, the turned-up part angle (of the turned-up part
26 relative to the tubular principal part of the receiving
sleeve 16) is greater than 120° and less than 240°. The
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axial height of said proximal extremity portion 40 (in par-
ticular the extremity tubular ring 40) is less - in particular
much less - than the axial height of the tubular principal
part of the receiving sleeve 16. In other words, the prox-
imal extremity of the turned-up part 26 is offset from the
distal side relative to the proximal extremity of the tubular
principal part of the receiving sleeve 16.
[0043] This turned-up part 26, which can be imple-
mented, for example, by pressing, has, between the tu-
bular principal part of the receiving sleeve 16 and the
turned-up extremity portion 40 of the proximal side, a
curved-back linking portion 80, and this curved-back link-
ing portion has a section in a radial plane which is curved
and has continuous curvature, in particular in the general
form of an arc of a circle, preferably of a semi-circle or U
(the linking portion 80 being in the general form of half a
torus), or J when the tubular principal part is considered.
As a variant, a linking portion 80 having a section of non-
constant curvature, e.g. in the general form of a portion
of an ellipse or other, can be provided.
[0044] This turned-up part 26 thus forms an extremity
portion of the receiving sleeve 16 having elasticity in flex-
ion, and thus allowing axial translation movements of the
heating rod 11 relative to the fixing ring 15 (and thus
relative to the plug body 13) in a sufficiently large ampli-
tude range, and with elastic retraction of the heating rod
in axial translation according to a predetermined stiffness
coefficient K1, which can be adjusted to a relatively low
value by an appropriate choice of the material forming
the receiving sleeve 16 and its thickness. Preferably, the
receiving sleeve 16, including the turned-up part 26, has
approximately constant thickness, e.g. of the order of
0.35 mm.
[0045] It should be noted that the turned-up part 26 of
the distal extremity of the receiving sleeve 16 has numer-
ous advantages. In particular, such a turned-up part 26
can be implemented simply by pressing. It makes it pos-
sible to insert the receiving sleeve via the proximal ex-
tremity of the heating rod 11, with no risk of damaging
the latter. When deformation occurs, the stresses within
the turned-up part 26 are at their maximum value on the
proximal side, which is not exposed to the corrosive at-
mosphere of the combustion chamber. Despite relatively
large thickness, in particular of the order of 0.35 mm, a
relatively low coefficient of elasticity is obtained, making
relatively large movements of the heating rod 11 possi-
ble. It also makes it possible to implement a thermally
conductive element of small dimensions, and thus of low
thermal resistance, between the heating rod 11 and the
plug body 13, at the distal extremity of the latter.
[0046] The tubular principal part of the receiving sleeve
16 passes axially throughout the length of the fixing ring
15, and extends slightly beyond the proximal extremity
28 of the latter. The cylindrical walls 52, 20 facing them,
and the small gap (typically of the order of 0.2 mm) which
separates them, as well as the materials forming the re-
ceiving sleeve 16 and fixing ring 15, which are metallic
and thermally conductive, facilitate thermal exchanges

between the proximal portion 50 of the heating rod 11
and the plug body 13 radially, at the level of the receiving
sleeve 16 and the fixing ring 15. In other words, a radial
thermal bridge is thus implemented by the receiving
sleeve 16 and the fixing ring 15. The result, in particular,
is that the elements in the receiving housing 14, beyond
the receiving sleeve 16 and the fixing ring 15 of the prox-
imal side, including the load sensing sleeve 17 described
below, are less exposed to the high temperatures of the
heating rod 11 and the combustion chamber.
[0047] The proximal extremity 27 of the receiving
sleeve 16 comes into contact with a distal extremity 32
of a load sensing sleeve 17, which is tubular overall, and
extends axially, in prolongation of the receiving sleeve
16, entirely around the proximal portion 50 (of greater
diameter, equal to 4 mm) of the metal tube 59 of the
heating rod 11. The load sensing sleeve 17 has symmetry
of revolution around the axis 41, and is coaxial to the
heating rod 11 and the receiving housing 14. The load
sensing sleeve 17 adjoins, axially and directly, the bush
48 for mounting axially on the proximal side.
[0048] The load sensing sleeve 17 includes, in the em-
bodiment shown in Fig. 1, a distal ring 31 which is fixed
rigidly to the peripheral wall of the receiving sleeve 16 by
at least one peripheral weld 53. This distal ring 31 is fitted
onto the proximal extremity 27 of the receiving sleeve
16, and has, at its proximal extremity, a radial gap with
the peripheral wall of the heating rod 11 (more precisely
of the metal tube 59 of the heating rod 11).
[0049] The distal extremity 32 of the distal ring 31 forms
a first axial extremity of the load sensing sleeve 17, which
is connected rigidly to the heating rod 11 - more precisely
to the metal tube 59 of the heating rod 11 - via the re-
ceiving sleeve 16. This distal extremity 32 of the load
sensing sleeve 17 is thus driven in axial translation by
the movements of the heating rod 11 according to the
axis 41, at least in the proximal direction, and in the shown
embodiments, in both directions.
[0050] This distal extremity 32 of the load sensing
sleeve 17 is axially at a distance from the proximal ex-
tremity 28 of the fixing ring 15, so that it does not come
to a limit stop against the latter in the course of axial
movements of the heating rod 11. But the distal extremity
32 of the distal ring 31 is as near as possible to the fixing
ring 15, so that the load sensing sleeve 17 is directly
above the fixing ring 15 on the proximal side.
[0051] Above the distal ring 31 (on the proximal side)
is a first washer 33 of piezoelectric material, above that
is a central washer 34 of electrically conductive material,
above that is a second washer 35 of piezoelectric mate-
rial, and above that is a proximal ring 36.
[0052] The various rings and washers 31, 33, 34, 35,
36 of the load sensing sleeve 17 which are stacked in
this way have at least approximately the same internal
diameter, which is slightly greater than the peripheral di-
ameter of the metal tube 59 of the heating rod 11, so that
they do not come into contact with the latter. Their radial
thickness is as low as possible, so that they can be ac-
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commodated in the receiving housing 14 around the
proximal portion 50 of the metal tube 59 of the heating
rod 11 (having a peripheral diameter of 4 mm), while nev-
ertheless allowing detection of the axial compression
stresses which are generated within the piezoelectric
washers 33, 35. Typically, the radial thickness of the pi-
ezoelectric washers 33, 35 is of the order of 1 mm.
[0053] The proximal ring 36 of the load sensing sleeve
17 has a proximal extremity 37 which also constitutes a
second proximal axial extremity of the load sensing
sleeve 17. In the embodiment shown in Fig. 1, the prox-
imal extremity 37 of the load sensing sleeve 17 is beyond,
on the proximal side, the proximal extremity 38 of the
heating rod 11, the heating rod 11 not passing axially
entirely through the load sensing sleeve 17. Neverthe-
less, it should be noted that the load sensing sleeve 17
does not extend entirely around the electrical power sup-
ply electrode 12, and is in the most distal possible position
within the receiving housing 14 and the proximal side of
the mounting bush 48, the latter being at the distal ex-
tremity of the receiving housing 14.
[0054] The proximal ring 36 of the load sensing sleeve
17 has a radial thickness which is slightly greater than
that of the distal ring 31, the central washer 34 and the
piezoelectric washers 33, 35. A fine metal linking tube
18 extends around the load sensing sleeve 17 from the
proximal ring 36, and on the distal side as far as the fixing
ring 15. This linking tube 18 is thus interposed between
the load sensing sleeve 17 and the internal wall 44 of the
receiving housing 14. The linking tube 18 has a proximal
extremity 30 which is fixed rigidly to the proximal ring 36
of the load sensing sleeve 17 by at least one peripheral
weld 54, and a distal extremity 29 which is fixed rigidly
by at least one peripheral weld 55 to the proximal ex-
tremity 28 of the fixing ring 15, preferably in a recess
which is made in the wall 19 of the latter and faces radially
towards the exterior to avoid any excess thickness. Be-
cause of the excess radial thickness of the proximal ring
36 of the load sensing sleeve 17, a radial gap is made
between the piezoelectric washers 33, 35, the washer
34 and the distal ring 31 of the load sensing sleeve 17
on the one hand, and the linking tube 18 on the other
hand. Similarly, the linking tube 18 is sufficiently fine for
a radial gap to be made throughout its axial length, be-
tween its cylindrical wall facing the exterior radially and
the internal wall 44 of the receiving housing 14 of the plug
body 13 facing it. In this way, the linking tube 18 does
not come into contact with the plug body 13.
[0055] The linking tube 18 thus connects the proximal
extremity 37 of the load sensing sleeve 17 to the fixing
ring 15, and thus to the plug body 13. But since this link
transfers the point of support of the proximal extremity
37 of the load sensing sleeve 17 to the fixing ring 15, the
compression stresses which are generated in the load
sensing sleeve 17 are in fact representative of the shear
loads, which are generated by the axial movements of
the heating rod 11, between the proximal portion 50 of
the heating rod 11 in contact with the receiving sleeve

16 and the fixing ring 15. Also, since the two axial ex-
tremities of the load sensing sleeve 17 rest respectively
on the heating rod 11 (more precisely on the metal tube
59 of the heating rod 11) and on the plug body 13, in
zones which at least approximately face each other ra-
dially, the signals which the load sensor sleeve 17 sup-
plies are not perturbed by deformation of the cylinder
head, the plug body 13 or other intermediate elements,
except the linking tube as explained below.
[0056] The linking tube 18, which is very fine, has some
elasticity in axial traction, retracting the proximal extrem-
ity 37 of the load sensing sleeve 17 in the distal direction,
with a predetermined stiffness coefficient K2, the value
of which can be adjusted by an appropriate choice of
material forming the linking tube 18 and its dimensions.
For example, the linking tube 18 is formed of a material
chosen from stainless steels with high characteristics,
and its thickness (difference between the radius of its
external wall and that of its internal wall) is of the order
of 0.2 mm. The linking tube 18 is preferably of stainless
steel with high characteristics, having a Young’s modulus
greater than 150 GPa, in particular of the order of 200
GPa, an elastic limit greater than 600 MPa, e.g. of the
order of 800 MPa, and a fatigue strength (maximum
stress for which the number of cycles without breakage
is infinite) of at least 300 MPa, e.g. of the order of 400
MPa. For example, it is of 17-4PH steel or inconel steel.
[0057] In the embodiments shown in the figures, the
proximal extremity 30 of the linking tube 18 is simply weld-
ed to the exterior of the proximal extremity 37 of the prox-
imal ring 36 of the load sensing sleeve 17. It should be
noted that, to obtain an appropriate value of this stiffness
coefficient K2, it is possible to provide a link from the
proximal extremity 30 of the linking tube 18 to the prox-
imal ring 36 of the load sensing sleeve 17, with folding
forming a turned-up part towards the interior, and on the
distal side this turned-up part extending around the prox-
imal extremity 37 of the load sensing sleeve 17, similarly
to the turned-up part 26 of the distal extremity of the re-
ceiving sleeve 16. The general functional kinematics of
a plug according to the invention are shown in the dia-
gram of Fig. 8.
[0058] The linking tube 18 also has at least one open-
ing 56, which is made through its whole thickness from
its proximal extremity 30 on part of its height, as far as
the central washer 34 of the load sensing sleeve 17, so
as to allow the passage of an electrical connection pin
57 which is welded to the exterior of the central washer
34 and extends on the proximal side. This electrical con-
nection pin 57 makes it possible to transmit the signals
which the piezoelectric washers 33, 35 generate on the
proximal side to an electronic circuit 90 for processing
the signal which the load sensing sleeve 17 supplies.
[0059] The electrical connection pin 57 is formed at the
distal extremity of a flexible connector 71, in the general
form of a multilayer band, shown in Figs. 11 to 13. This
connector 71 includes a support layer 72 of an insulating
material, which is preferably flexible in flexion and has a
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first face 73 facing radially towards the exterior of the
principal axis 41 of the heating rod, this first face 73 car-
rying a signal line 74. The signal line is formed of a me-
tallic track (e.g. of copper) which is deposited on said first
face 73 and extends longitudinally along the connector,
between a distal extremity 75 of the support layer 72 and
the electronic circuit 90 for processing the signal which
the load sensing sleeve 17 supplies, this electronic
processing circuit 90 being carried on a proximal extrem-
ity portion of the first face 73. The signal line 74 is con-
nected, via a conductive bushing 77 formed through the
thickness of the support layer 72 and at its distal extremity
75, to an extremity stud 78 which is applied on the second
face 79, facing radially towards the principal axis 41 of
the heating rod, and thus opposite the first face 73 of the
support layer 72. The bushing 77 is, for example, filled
with conductive adhesive 76. This stud 78, which is of a
conductive material (e.g. copper deposited on the face
79) is connected (by welding or a conductive adhesive)
to the central washer 34, so that the signal line 74 trans-
mits to the electronic processing circuit 90 the electrical
signals which the load sensing sleeve 17 supplies.
[0060] The width of the signal line 74 extends only over
part of the width of the first face 73, and in the median
part of the latter. The first face 73 also carries two con-
ductive earth lines 81 extending along this first face 73
and each side of the signal line 74, and around the bush-
ing 77, so as to form a peripheral screen around this
signal line 74. Each conductive earth line 81 is, for ex-
ample, in the form of a track of conductive material (e.g.
copper) which is deposited on the first face 73, and is
connected to the electrical earth of the plug body, e.g. at
the level of the electronic processing circuit 90. Advan-
tageously, a layer 83 of insulant covers each conductive
track (signal line 74 and earth lines 81) which said first
face 73 carries, so as to avoid all contact with the internal
wall of the plug body facing it. This layer 83 can be in the
form of a layer of insulating varnish, which covers the
first face 73 entirely.
[0061] Said second face 79 of the support layer 72,
which faces radially towards the interior, towards the prin-
cipal axis 41 of the heating rod, carries a conductive earth
layer 82. This conductive earth layer 82 is, for example,
in the form of a broad track of conductive material which
is deposited on the second face 79, at least approximate-
ly according to the whole width of the latter, and is con-
nected to the electrical earth of the plug body, e.g. at the
level of the electronic processing circuit 90. The width of
the support layer 72 as well as the one of the whole flex-
ible connector 71 are offset from the principal axis 41 and
extends according a non diametrical cord of the receiving
housing. Also, the width of the support layer 72, and thus
of the conductive earth layer 82, is as great as possible,
in particular greater than that of the signal line 74, and
greater than the radius of the cylindrical receiving hous-
ing which is formed within the plug body. In this way, the
efficiency of the thus formed screening is optimised.
[0062] The conductive earth layer 82 is interrupted at

its distal extremity 85, at a distance from the stud 78, to
avoid any electrical contact with the latter. Preferably,
the conductive earth layer 82, on the distal side, does
not go beyond the proximal ring 36 of the load sensing
sleeve 17. The distal extremity 85 of the conductive earth
layer 82 is connected (by welding or a conductive adhe-
sive) to the proximal ring 36 of the load sensing sleeve 17.
[0063] The conductive earth layer 82 is thus interposed
(radially) between the electrical power supply electrode
12 (axially centred on the principal axis 41) of the heating
rod 11 and the signal line 74 for transmitting electrical
signals of the load sensing sleeve 17, and thus acts as
electrical screening, avoiding all capacitive coupling.
Thus the conductive earth layer 82 extends longitudinally
along the electrical power supply link of the heating rod
and the signal line 74, being arranged between the prin-
cipal axis 41 and the signal line 74.
[0064] The signal line 74 is thus surrounded on all sides
by a conductive screen connected to earth: said conduc-
tive earth layer 82 forming screening on the interior side,
the earth conductive lines 82 forming said peripheral lat-
eral screening, and the metal plug body on the exterior
side. The thus formed multilayer flexible connector 71
constitutes an electrical link, called the sensor link 71,
extending in the plug body between the load sensor 17
and a proximal portion 84 of the plug body 13, said sensor
link 71 being entirely screened.
[0065] The electronic processing circuit 90 is advanta-
geously suitable for supplying, on a proximal output ter-
minal of the plug body, a voltage representing the signals
supplied by the load sensing sleeve 17, and thus the
cylinder pressure. This circuit 90 can be in the form of a
charge amplifying integrated circuit. Thus, a glow plug
according to the invention constitutes an independent
and autonomous unit, which can be manufactured, con-
figured, regulated and certified in the factory, and sup-
plied ready for use on any engine.
[0066] Additionally, the plug body 13 consists of mul-
tiple distinct metal tubes which are rigidly assembled to
extend each other axially, that is a proximal metal tube
95 which is extended axially by the distal metal tube 45.
In particular, the proximal tube 95 forms a proximal por-
tion 84 of the plug body 13, which receives the electronic
signal processing circuit 90 and various connectors of
the glow plug. The threaded portion 43 for mounting the
glow plug on the cylinder head of the engine is formed
on the external wall of this proximal metal tube 95.
[0067] The distal tube 45 has a thickness (difference
between its external and internal radii) which is less than
that of the proximal tube 95. The proximal tube 95 has,
at its distal extremity, a constriction 96 of its external wall
forming a recess to receive the proximal extremity of the
distal tube 45. Preferably, this receiving constriction 96
has a thickness corresponding to that of the distal tube
45, so that the external walls of the proximal tube 95 and
distal tube 45 are continuous with each other at the junc-
tion of the two tubes 45, 95, the proximal tube 95 and
distal tube 45 both having the same external diameter.
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The distal tube 45 and proximal tube 95 are joined end
to end to each other by laser welding.
[0068] The distal tube 45 is made of a first metal alloy,
the proximal tube 95 is made of a second metal alloy,
and the first metal alloy forming the distal tube 45 has
mechanical properties which are superior to those of the
second metal alloy forming the proximal tube 95. More
particularly, advantageously and according to the inven-
tion, the first metal alloy forming the distal tube 45 has a
greater elastic limit than that of the second metal alloy
forming the proximal tube 95. In particular, advanta-
geously and according to the invention, said metal alloys
are chosen to compensate for the reduction of thickness
between the proximal tube 95 and the distal tube 45,
while providing continuity of the mechanical properties
(the elastic limit in particular). Advantageously and ac-
cording to the invention, the difference of thickness be-
tween the distal tube 45 and the proximal tube 95 is such
that: Y1xS1=Y2xS2, where Y1 is the elastic limit of the
metal alloy forming the proximal tube, S1 is the section
formed by said thickness of the proximal tube, Y2 is the
elastic limit of the metal alloy forming the distal tube, and
S2 is the section formed by said thickness of the distal
tube.
[0069] For example, the first metal alloy forming said
distal tube 45 is of stainless steel with high characteris-
tics, in particular having a Young’s modulus greater than
150 GPa, in particular of the order of 200 GPa, an elastic
limit greater than 600 MPa, e.g. of the order of 800 MPa,
and a fatigue strength (maximum stress for which the
number of cycles without breakage is infinite) of at least
300 MPa, e.g. of the order of 400 MPa. For example, it
may be of 17-4PH steel or inconel steel. Advantageously
the second metal alloy forming said proximal tube 95 may
be a stainless steel for rapid machining, e.g. with an elas-
tic limit of the order of 150 MPa.
[0070] Such a distal tube 45 of reduced thickness
makes it possible, in particular, to increase the available
internal space for forming said receiving housing 14, for
the same external diameter and for mechanical proper-
ties of the unit of the plug body 13 which are essentially
unchanged.
[0071] Preferably, at least in this embodiment where
the load sensing sleeve 17 includes at least one piezo-
electric washer 33, 35, the latter is assembled with a
preload in axial compression, e.g. of the order of 100 N,
to ensure that each piezoelectric washer 33, 35 is always
compressed (by the elastic retractions K1 of the turned-
up part 26 and K2 of the linking tube 18, which are pre-
stressed), whatever the axial position of the heating rod
11, including in the case of low pressure in the combus-
tion chamber. Consequently, the load sensing sleeve 17
supplies signals representing the variation of the axial
compression stress to which it is subjected in the course
of the axial movements of the heating rod 11 relative to
the plug body 13. This axial compression preload can be
obtained by exerting an axial compression load between
the fixing ring 15 (which has a shoulder 58 extending

radially towards the exterior and facing towards the distal
side) and the proximal extremity 30 of the linking tube
18, at the instant of executing the peripheral weld 55 of
the distal extremity 29 of the linking tube 18 onto the
proximal extremity 28 of the fixing ring 15 (Fig. 3).
[0072] Figs. 2 to 5 show different stages of a process
for manufacturing a glow plug according to the first em-
bodiment of the invention.
[0073] First the receiving sleeve 16 is fixed around the
heating rod 11 by peripheral welding, then the fixing ring
15 is inserted and fixed around the receiving sleeve 16,
in the turned-up part 26, by peripheral welding. Then the
load sensing sleeve 17 is introduced via the proximal
extremity 38 of the heating rod 11 (Fig. 2), until it comes
against the proximal extremity of the receiving sleeve 16.
The peripheral weld 53 of the distal ring 31 of the load
sensing sleeve 17 onto the receiving sleeve 16 is exe-
cuted. Then the linking tube 18 is introduced, via the prox-
imal extremity 38 of the heating rod 11, around the load
sensing sleeve 17. Then the peripheral weld of the prox-
imal extremity 30 of the linking tube 18 onto the proximal
extremity 37 of the load sensing sleeve 17 is executed.
Then, by axial compression (of the order of 100 N), the
peripheral weld of the distal extremity 29 of the linking
tube 18 onto the proximal extremity 28 of the fixing ring
15 is executed (Fig. 3). Then the electrical connections
of the heating rod 11 (via the electrode 12) and load sens-
ing sleeve 17 (via the pin 57) are executed, and the var-
ious elements in the proximal portion of the glow plug
(Fig. 4) are assembled. Then, via the distal extremity of
the heating rod 11, the distal tube 45 of the plug body
13, which forms the receiving housing 14, is inserted,
then the truncated distal extremity washer 47, and the
whole is fixed by peripheral welding (Fig. 5).
[0074] When the cylinder pressure increases, the heat-
ing rod 11 moves slightly axially in translation in the prox-
imal direction, which compresses the load sensing sleeve
17, the piezoelectric washers 33, 35 of which supply the
electrical charges representing this compression.
[0075] The turned-up part 26 of the distal extremity of
the receiving sleeve 16 retracts the heating rod 11 of the
distal side against the cylinder pressure, according to the
stiffness coefficient K1. This retraction makes it possible
to reduce, for the same value of pressure increase, the
compression stresses to which the load sensing sleeve
17 is subjected, which increases its working range. It also
makes it possible to limit the stresses to which the linking
tube 18 is subjected.
[0076] The elasticity of the linking tube 18, according
to the stiffness coefficient K2, makes it possible to reduce,
on the one hand, the load to which the load sensing
sleeve 17 is subjected for the same cylinder pressure,
and on the other hand the compression stresses to which
the turned-up part 26 is subjected. The greater the value
of the stiffness coefficient K2, the greater is the stress to
which the load sensing sleeve 17 is subjected (for the
same cylinder pressure). Also, the elasticity of the linking
tube 18 according to the stiffness K2 makes it possible
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to retain an impermeability membrane (formed by the
turned-up part 26) of sufficient thickness (in particular of
the order of 0.35 mm), to the advantage of good disposal
of calories by thermal conduction via this impermeability
membrane, while avoiding this impermeability mem-
brane being subjected to excessive stresses (at the risk
of causing deformations in plasticity or deterioration of
the membrane) under the effect of differential thermal
expansion.
[0077] Also, if the linking tube 18 and receiving sleeve
16 are made of the same material, or of materials having
the same thermal characteristics, this compensates for
the variations of the stiffness coefficients K1 and K2 as
a function of temperature. Advantageously and accord-
ing to the invention, the linking tube 18 and the receiving
sleeve 16 consist of the same material, which is chosen
from the stainless steels, preferably stainless steels of
high characteristics, in particular high elastic limit and
high fatigue strength. In particular, advantageously and
according to the invention, the linking tube 18 and the
receiving sleeve 16 are made the same, of stainless steel
with high characteristics, in particular having a Young’s
modulus greater than 150 GPa, in particular of the order
of 200 GPa, an elastic limit greater than 600 MPa, e.g.
of the order of 800 MPa, and a fatigue strength (maximum
stress for which the number of cycles without breakage
is infinite) of at least 300 MPa, e.g. of the order of 400
MPa. For example, they are both of 17-4PH steel or in-
conel steel.
[0078] The choice of the two stiffness coefficients K1
and K2 makes it possible to adjust the pass band of the
thus formed mechanical system, e.g. so that it has a first
normal mode (fundamental or natural frequency) with ax-
ial oscillations greater than 10 kHz. For example, it has
been possible to obtain good results with K1 = K2 ≈ 40
N/mm.
[0079] As is seen, a glow plug of standard dimensions
is obtained, incorporating a load sensor which supplies
signals representing the cylinder pressure in a perfectly
reliable and precise manner, not perturbed by the normal
modes of deformation of the heating rod 11 or of the
electrical power supply electrode 12, or by deformation
of the plug body 13 or cylinder head. In practice, it is
noticed that the load sensing sleeve 17 is not subjected
to temperatures greater than 170 °C.
[0080] In the second embodiment shown in Fig. 7, the
heating rod 11’ is not in the form of a simple metal tube,
but of a ceramic bar 60 which is set (and fixed by brazing
or bracing, i.e. inserted by force with a residual elastic
radial stress) into a peripheral metal tube 61 forming the
peripheral wall of the heating rod 11’ and the section, of
diameter equal to 4 mm, of the heating rod 11’. The pe-
ripheral metal tube 61 extends axially not only in the re-
ceiving housing 14, but also beyond the washer 47 and
plug body 13, partly forming the distal portion of the heat-
ing rod 11’. The ceramic bar 60 goes axially beyond the
peripheral metal tube 61 at both its proximal extremity
and its distal extremity. The ceramic bar 60 also incor-

porates, in a way which is known per se, a resistive com-
ponent which is supplied with electric current and heats
by Joule effect.
[0081] The load sensing sleeve 17 then also extends
around the heating rod 11’, i.e. around the proximal por-
tion 63 of the metal tube 61 and the proximal portion 62
of the ceramic bar 60, in the most distal possible position
in the receiving housing 14, directly axially adjoining the
fixing ring 15, and thus the mounting bush 48, of the prox-
imal side. In this second shown embodiment, the load
sensing sleeve 17 extends slightly beyond the proximal
extremity of the peripheral tube 61 of the heating rod 11’.
Nevertheless, on the proximal side the load sensing
sleeve 17 does not go beyond the proximal extremity of
the heating rod 11’, which consists of the proximal ex-
tremity of the ceramic bar 60. The electrical power supply
of such a heating rod is implemented as a winding 70 of
a conductive wire which is wound around the proximal
extremity of the ceramic bar 60, in electrical contact with
the latter. Otherwise, the second embodiment is identical
to the first embodiment.
[0082] As is seen, the invention is as compatible with
a heating rod 11 in the form of a metal tube 59, as with
a heating rod 11’ in the form of a ceramic bar 60 set in a
peripheral metal tube 61.
[0083] Fig. 6 shows a variant embodiment of a load
sensor sleeve 67 which can be used in a glow plug ac-
cording to the invention. In this variant, the load sensor
sleeve 67 does not include piezoelectric washers, but at
least one stress gauge 65 (coiled wire, the electrical re-
sistance of which varies as a function of the deformation),
the terminals 68 and 66 of which are connected to an
electrical connection pin like the pin 57 described above.
In this variant embodiment, the load sensor sleeve 67
can function equally well in axial compression and trac-
tion.
[0084] The invention can be the subject of numerous
variants in relation to the embodiments described above
and shown in the figures. In particular, the load sensing
sleeve 17 can include a single piezoelectric washer or
more than two piezoelectric washers, the proximal ex-
tremity of the load sensing sleeve 17 can be welded di-
rectly onto the heating rod, etc. Also, it is possible to
provide that the axial extremity of the load sensing sleeve
connected to the heating rod is its proximal extremity
(and not its distal extremity), the distal extremity of the
load sensing sleeve being connected to the plug body.
The welds can be implemented by laser welding or oth-
erwise.

Claims

1. Glow plug comprising:

- a heating rod (11, 11’) comprising a peripheral
metal tube (59, 61), and having an extremity,
called the proximal extremity (38), which is
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equipped with an electrical power supply con-
nection of the heating rod,
- a plug body (13), forming a housing, called a
receiving housing (14), receiving the heating
rod, the latter having a distal portion which ex-
tends axially, projecting beyond the plug body,
- a mounting device (48) for mounting the heat-
ing rod in said receiving housing (14), this
mounting device being arranged to:

j permit axial translation movements of the
heating rod relative to the plug body, and
j ensure impermeability between the heat-
ing rod and the plug body, in such a way as
to delimit a proximal zone (51) of the receiv-
ing housing which is not exposed to the at-
mosphere of a combustion chamber of an
engine which receives the glow plug,

- a load sensing sleeve (17, 67) which extends
entirely in said proximal zone of the receiving
housing, said load sensing sleeve being tubular
and having:

j a first axial extremity (32), which is con-
nected to the heating rod so as to be driven
in axial translation by the movements of the
latter in at least one direction, called the
proximal direction, in which the heating rod
tends to re-enter the interior of the plug
body, and
j a second axial extremity (37), opposite
the first axial extremity, this second axial ex-
tremity being connected to the plug body in
such a way that the axial translation move-
ments of the heating rod relative to the plug
body generate axial compression and/or
traction stresses in said load sensing
sleeve, the tubular load sensing sleeve
(17,67) directly adjoining the mounting de-
vice (48) axially on the proximal side,
characterized in that said tubular load
sensing sleeve (17, 67) extends around a
portion, called the proximal portion (50, 63),
of the peripheral metal tube (59, 61) of the
heating rod (11, 11’) which also extends in
said proximal zone (51) of the receiving
housing (14).

2. Glow plug according to Claim 1, characterized in
that the heating rod (11’) is formed of a ceramic bar
(60) which is set in a peripheral metal tube (61), and
said load sensing sleeve (17, 67) extends around
the proximal portion (63) of the peripheral metal tube
of the heating rod.

3. Glow plug according to Claim 1, characterized in
that the heating rod (11) is essentially in the form of

a metal tube, and said load sensing sleeve (17, 67)
extends around the proximal portion (50) of this met-
al tube.

4. Glow plug according to any one of Claims 1 to 3,
characterized in that said mounting device includes
a mounting bush (48) which is fixed in said receiving
housing (14) and around said proximal portion (50,
63) of the peripheral metal tube (59, 61) of the heat-
ing rod, and in that the load sensing sleeve (17, 67)
is carried by said mounting bush (48).

5. Glow plug according to Claim 4, characterized in
that the mounting bush (48) has a first fixing face
(19) which is fixed rigidly and impermeably to an in-
ternal wall (44) facing the receiving housing (14), and
a second fixing face (22) which is fixed rigidly and
impermeably around said proximal portion (50, 63)
of the heating rod, and in that said first (19) and
second (22) fixing faces of the mounting bush at least
partially face each other radially.

6. Glow plug according to Claim 5, characterized in
that said load sensing sleeve (17, 67) extends axially
beyond said fixing faces (19, 22) of the mounting
bush (48), towards the proximal extremity of the
heating rod.

7. Glow plug according to any one of Claims 1 to 6,
characterized in that said first axial extremity (32)
of the load sensing sleeve is a distal extremity of the
latter, and in that said second axial extremity (37)
of the load sensing sleeve is a proximal extremity of
the latter.

8. glow plug according to Claim 7, characterized in
that the mounting bush (48) includes a linking tube
(18) which surrounds the load sensing sleeve (17,
67) and links said second axial extremity (37) of the
load sensing sleeve to said first fixing face (19).

9. Glow plug according to any one of Claims 4 to 8,
characterized in that the mounting bush (48) in-
cludes a receiving sleeve (16) for receiving the heat-
ing rod which forms said second fixing face (22), and
a fixing ring (15) which forms said first fixing face
(19), said receiving sleeve (16) being guided in axial
translation in the fixing ring, the receiving sleeve be-
ing connected to a distal extremity (25) of the fixing
ring.

10. Glow plug according to one of Claims 8 or 9, char-
acterized in that the linking tube (18) is connected
to a proximal extremity (28) of the fixing ring.

11. Glow plug according to any one of Claims 1 to 10,
characterized in that the load sensing sleeve (17,
63) is in the form of a tubular block, and in that the
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heating rod (11, 11’) passes axially through the
mounting bush (48) entirely, and at least partially
through the load sensing sleeve (17, 63).

12. Glow plug according to any one of Claims 1 to 11,
characterized in that the load sensing sleeve in-
cludes at least one washer of a piezoelectric mate-
rial.

Patentansprüche

1. Glühkerze, aufweisend:

- einen Heizstab (11, 11’), der ein umgebendes
Metallrohr (59, 61) aufweist und einen äußers-
tes Ende hat, das als das proximale äußerste
Ende (38) bezeichnet wird, das mit einem elek-
trischen Stromversorgungsanschluss des Heiz-
stabs ausgerüstet ist,
- einen Kerzenkörper (13), der ein Gehäuse bil-
det, das als ein Aufnahmegehäuse (14) be-
zeichnet wird, das den Heizstab aufnimmt, wo-
bei der letzere einen distalen Teil hat, der sich
axial erstreckt und über den Kerzenkörper hin-
aus vorsteht,
- eine Befestigungsvorrichtung (48) zum Befes-
tigen des Heizstabs in dem Aufnahmegehäuse
(14), wobei die Befestigungsvorrichtung dazu
angeordnet ist:

• axiale Translationsbewegungen des Heiz-
stabs relativ zum Kerzenkörper zu erlauben
und
• eine Undurchlässigkeit zwischen dem
Heizstab und dem Kerzenkörper in einer
solchen Weise zu garantieren, dass eine
proximale Zone (51) des Aufnahmegehäu-
ses abgegrenzt wird, die der Atmosphäre
einer Brennkammer eines Motors nicht aus-
gesetzt ist, der die Glühkerze aufnimmt,

- eine Lastsensorhülse (17, 67), die sich ganz
in der proximalen Zone des Aufnahmegehäuses
erstreckt, wobei die Lastsensorhülse rohrförmig
ist und aufweist:

• ein erstes axiales äußerstes Ende (32),
das so mit dem Heizstab verbunden ist,
dass es in axialer Translation durch die Be-
wegungen des letzteren in mindestens ei-
ner Richtung angetrieben wird, die als die
proximale Richtung bezeichnet wird, wobei
der Heizstab die Tendenz hat, in das Innere
des Kerzenkörpers zurückzukehren, und
• ein zweites axiales äußerstes Ende (37),
das dem ersten axialen äußersten Ende
entgegengesetzt ist, wobei dieses zweite

axiale äußerste Ende in einer solchen Wei-
se mit dem Kerzenkörper verbunden ist,
dass die axialen Translationsbewegungen
des Heizstabs relativ zum Kerzenkörper in
der Lastsensorhülse axiale Druck-
und/oder Zugspannungen erzeugen, wobei
die rohrförmige Lastsensorhülse (17, 67) di-
rekt an die Befestigungsvorrichtung (48)
axial auf der proximalen Seite anschließt,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass sich die
rohrförmige Lastsensorhülse (17, 67) um ei-
nen Teil erstreckt, der als der proximale Teil
(50, 63) des umgebenden Metallrohrs (59,
61) des Heizstabs (11, 11’) bezeichnet wird,
der sich auch in der proximalen Zone (51)
des Aufnahmegehäuses (14) erstreckt.

2. Glühkerze gemäß Anspruch 1, dadurch gekenn-
zeichnet, dass der Heizstab (11’) aus einem Kera-
mikstab (60) gebildet ist, der in ein umgebendes Me-
tallrohr (61) eingesetzt ist, und wobei sich die Last-
sensorhülse (17, 67) um den proximalen Teil (63)
des umgebenden Metallrohrs des Heizstabs herum
erstreckt.

3. Glühkerze gemäß Anspruch 1, dadurch gekenn-
zeichnet, dass der Heizstab (11) im Wesentlichen
in der Form eines Metallrohrs ist, und wobei sich die
Lastsensorhülse (17, 67) um den proximalen Teil
(50) des Metallrohrs herum erstreckt.

4. Glühkerze gemäß einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 3, da-
durch gekennzeichnet, dass die Befestigungsvor-
richtung eine Befestigungsbuchse (48) beinhaltet,
die in dem Aufnahmegehäuse (14) und um den pro-
ximalen Teil (50, 63) des umgebenden Metallrohrs
(59, 61) des Heizstabs herum befestigt ist, und da-
durch, dass die Lastsensorhülse (17, 67) von der
Befestigungsbuchse (48) getragen wird.

5. Glühkerze gemäß Anspruch 4, dadurch gekenn-
zeichnet, dass die Befestigungsbuchse (48) eine
erste Befestigungsfläche (19) hat, die steif und un-
durchlässig an einer Innenwand (44), die zum Auf-
nahmegehäuse (14) zeigt, befestigt ist, und eine
zweite Befestigungsfläche (22) hat, die steif und un-
durchlässig um den proximalen Teil (50, 63) des
Heizstabs herum befestigt ist, und dadurch, dass die
erste (19) und zweite (22) Befestigungsfläche der
Befestigungsbuchse mindestens teilweise radial zu-
einander zeigen.

6. Glühkerze gemäß Anspruch 5, dadurch gekenn-
zeichnet, dass sich die Lastsensorhülse (17, 67)
axial zum proximalen äußersten Ende des Heizstabs
über die Befestigungsfläche (19, 22) der Befesti-
gungsbuchse (48) hinaus erstreckt.
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7. Glühkerze gemäß einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 6, da-
durch gekennzeichnet, dass das erste axiale äu-
ßerste Ende (32) der Lastsensorhülse ein distales
äußerstes Ende der letzteren ist, und dadurch, dass
das zweite axiale äußerste Ende (37) der Lastsen-
sorhülse ein proximales äußerstes Ende der letzte-
ren ist.

8. Glühkerze gemäß Anspruch 7, dadurch gekenn-
zeichnet, dass die Befestigungsbuchse (48) ein
Verbindungsrohr (18) beinhaltet, das die Lastsen-
sorhülse (17, 67) umgibt und das zweite axiale äu-
ßerste Ende (37) der Lastsensorhülse mit der ersten
Befestigungsfläche (19) verbindet.

9. Glühkerze gemäß einem der Ansprüche 4 - 8, da-
durch gekennzeichnet, dass die Befestigungs-
buchse (48) eine Aufnahmehülse (16) zum Aufneh-
men des Heizstabs, die die zweite Befestigungsflä-
che (22) bildet, sowie einen Befestigungsring (15)
beinhaltet, der die erste Befestigungsfläche (19) bil-
det, wobei die Aufnahmehülse (16) in einer axialen
Translation in dem Befestigungsring geführt ist, wo-
bei die Aufnahmehülse mit einem distalen äußersten
Ende (25) des Befestigungsrings verbunden ist.

10. Glühkerze gemäß einem der Ansprüche 8 oder 9,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass das Verbindungs-
rohr (18) mit einem proximalen äußersten Ende (28)
des Befestigungsrings verbunden ist.

11. Glühkerze gemäß einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 10,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die Lastsensorhül-
se (17, 63) in der Form eines rohrförmigen Blocks
ist, und dadurch, dass der Heizstab (11, 11’) axial
ganz durch die Befestigungsbuchse (48) und min-
destens teilweise durch die Lastsensorhülse (17, 63)
geführt ist.

12. Glühkerze gemäß einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 11,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die Lastsensorhül-
se mindestens eine Scheibe aus einem piezoelekt-
rischen Material beinhaltet.

Revendications

1. Bougie de préchauffage comprenant :

- un doigt chauffant (11, 11’) comprenant un tube
(59, 61) métallique périphérique, et présentant
une extrémité, dite extrémité proximale (38), do-
tée d’une connexion électrique d’alimentation
électrique du doigt chauffant,
- un corps de bougie (13) formant un logement
de réception (14) du doigt chauffant, ce dernier
présentant une portion distale s’étendant axia-
lement en saillie au-delà du corps de bougie,

- un dispositif (48) de montage du doigt chauffant
dans ledit logement de réception (14), ce dispo-
sitif de montage étant adapté pour pouvoir :

j autoriser des déplacements en transla-
tion axiale du doigt chauffant par rapport au
corps de bougie et,
j assurer l’étanchéité entre le doigt chauf-
fant et le corps de bougie, de façon à déli-
miter une zone proximale (51) du logement
de réception non soumise à l’atmosphère
d’une chambre de combustion d’un moteur
recevant la bougie de préchauffage,

- un manchon (17, 67) capteur d’efforts s’éten-
dant entièrement dans ladite zone proximale du
logement de réception, ledit manchon capteur
d’efforts étant tubulaire et présentant :

j une première extrémité axiale (32) reliée
au doigt chauffant de façon à être entraînée
en translation axiale par les déplacements
de ce dernier au moins dans un sens, dit
sens proximal, dans lequel le doigt chauf-
fant tend à rentrer à l’intérieur du corps de
bougie, et
j une deuxième extrémité axiale (37), op-
posée à la première extrémité axiale, cette
deuxième extrémité axiale étant reliée au
corps de bougie de telle sorte que les dé-
placements en translation axiale du doigt
chauffant par rapport au corps de bougie
génèrent des contraintes axiales de com-
pression et/ou traction dans ledit manchon
capteur d’efforts, le manchon (17, 67) cap-
teur d’efforts tubulaire jouxtant immédiate-
ment le dispositif (48) de montage axiale-
ment du côté proximal,
caractérisée en ce que ledit manchon (17,
67) capteur d’efforts tubulaire s’étend
autour d’une portion, dite portion proximale
(50, 63), du tube (59, 61) métallique péri-
phérique du doigt chauffant (11, 11’) s’éten-
dant également dans ladite zone proximale
(51) du logement de réception (14).

2. Bougie de préchauffage selon la revendication 1, ca-
ractérisée en ce que le doigt chauffant (11’) est for-
mé d’une barre (60) de céramique enchâssée dans
un tube (61) métallique périphérique, et ledit man-
chon (17, 67) capteur d’efforts s’étend autour de la
portion proximale (63) du tube métallique périphéri-
que du doigt chauffant.

3. Bougie de préchauffage selon la revendication 1, ca-
ractérisée en ce que le doigt chauffant (11) est for-
mé essentiellement d’un tube métallique, et ledit
manchon (17, 67) capteur d’efforts s’étend autour
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de la portion proximale (50) de ce tube métallique.

4. Bougie de préchauffage selon l’une des revendica-
tions 1 à 3, caractérisée en ce que ledit dispositif
de montage comprend une douille (48) de montage
fixée dans ledit logement de réception (14) et autour
de ladite portion proximale (50, 63) du tube (59, 61)
métallique périphérique du doigt chauffant, et en ce
que le manchon (17, 67) capteur d’efforts est porté
par ladite douille (48) de montage.

5. Bougie de préchauffage selon la revendication 4, ca-
ractérisée en ce que la douille (48) de montage
présente une première face (19) de fixation fixée ri-
gidement et de façon étanche à une paroi interne
(44) en regard du logement de réception (14), et une
deuxième face (22) de fixation fixée rigidement et de
façon étanche autour de ladite portion proximale (50,
63) du doigt chauffant, et en ce que lesdites premiè-
re (19) et deuxième (22) faces de fixation de la douille
de montage sont au moins partiellement radialement
en regard l’une de l’autre.

6. Bougie de préchauffage selon la revendication 5, ca-
ractérisée en ce que ledit manchon (17, 67) capteur
d’efforts s’étend axialement au-delà desdites faces
(19, 22) de fixation de la douille (48) de montage
vers l’extrémité proximale du doigt chauffant.

7. Bougie de préchauffage selon l’une des revendica-
tions 1 à 6, caractérisée en ce que ladite première
extrémité axiale (32) du manchon capteur d’efforts
est une extrémité distale de ce dernier, et en ce que
ladite deuxième extrémité axiale (37) du manchon
capteur d’efforts est une extrémité proximale de ce
dernier.

8. Bougie de préchauffage selon la revendication 7, ca-
ractérisée en ce que la douille (48) de montage
comprend un tube (18) de liaison entourant le man-
chon (17, 67) capteur d’efforts et reliant ladite
deuxième extrémité (37) axiale du manchon capteur
d’efforts à ladite première face (19) de fixation.

9. Bougie de préchauffage selon l’une des revendica-
tions 4 à 8, caractérisée en ce que la douille (48)
de montage comprend un manchon de réception
(16) du doigt chauffant formant ladite deuxième face
(22) de fixation, et une bague de fixation (15) formant
ladite première face (19) de fixation, ledit manchon
de réception (16) étant guidé en translation axiale
dans la bague de fixation, le manchon de réception
étant relié à une extrémité distale (25) de la bague
de fixation.

10. Bougie de préchauffage selon l’une des revendica-
tions 8 ou 9, caractérisée en ce que le tube de
liaison (18) est relié à une extrémité proximale (28)

de la bague de fixation.

11. Bougie de préchauffage selon l’une des revendica-
tions 1 à 10, caractérisée en ce que le manchon
(17, 63) capteur d’efforts est formé d’un bloc tubu-
laire et en ce que le doigt chauffant (11, 11’) traverse
axialement intégralement la douille (48) de montage
et au moins partiellement le manchon (17, 63) cap-
teur d’efforts.

12. Bougie de préchauffage selon l’une des revendica-
tions 1 à 11, caractérisée en ce que le manchon
capteur d’efforts comprend au moins une rondelle
en matériau piézoélectrique.
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